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ABSTRACT: The thermal error compensation is an economical and effective method to reduce thermal error and
improve the machine tool precision. The most economic and fast way of thermal error compensation is through
modeling software to compensate, the thermal error modeling is the core technology of the thermal error
compensation. This paper is first through improving the precision of grey theory model to improve the model,
function transformation method is used to improve the smoothness of grey system data sequence, in order to make
up for the inadequacy of traditional grey prediction model, making the prediction more reasonable. Finally,
experiment research for robust modeling of thermal error is carried, and real-time compensation of thermal error is
applied for turning center. Thermal error compensation system will be obtained and proved to be right through
practical manufacturing process.
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INTRODUCTION

With the improvement of current equipment processing accuracy requirements, the growth of the aviation industry
in demand for machining precision, people’s relying on high precision CNC machine tools increases clearly, and the
demand for them is growing. The thermal error is the most important factor to hinder the improvement of machining
accuracy, accounting for 40%~70% of the total errors of machine tools [1]. The thermal error of CNC machine tool
is a main error in the precision and ultra-precision machining. The thermal error compensation is an economical and
effective method to reduce thermal error and improve the machine tool precision [2-4].

At present, scholars at home and abroad have certain research on this aspect, of which, the intelligent machines and
manufacturing research center of Canadian McMaster University has developed 5-axis machining error
compensation neural network strategy, adopting the simulation data and experimental data to carry on training
modeling for neural network. Chinese scholars Wang Chunnuan [5] and Yuan Yuan [6] and so on, in order to
improve prediction accuracy of thermal error model of CNC machine tool, have put forward thermal error modeling
prediction method of CNC machine tool based on improved particle swarm optimization of BP neural network.
Miao Enming and other scholars [7] have used many algorithms to establish prediction model for the temperature of
sensitive points and thermal error of the spindle in z direction, and fitting accuracy of different algorithms are
analyzed. The above provides a useful reference for the thermal error compensation model selection of CNC
machine tools and has good engineering applications. Yu Wenli and other scholars [8] have introduced core vector
regression method into thermal error modeling of CNC machine tool in order to improve the predictive ability of
support vector regression model. Yao Xiaodong [9] has broken through the barriers of the existing technology from
the perspective of big data. Zhang Chengxin and others [10] , in order to compensate the thermal errors with
accurate prediction under various working conditions of machine tools, have put forward a novel thermal error
prediction modeling method with RFMLS method.

On the basis of machine tool thermal error modeling and forecasting using the method of grey system theory, this
paper has proposed prediction model based on improved grey system, in this model, the degree of smoothness of the
data sequence was improved by function transform, then metabolic method was used to improve the deficiency of
traditional grey model, making the model with the dynamic update capability of input data and the prediction more
reasonable. Finally, for CNC machining center, experimented the application effectiveness of compensation system,
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compared the data before and after the compensation, analyzed the result and evaluated the application value of the
compensation system.

MODEL BASED ON IMPROVED GREY SYSTEM THEORY

Due to the fluctuation and complexity of thermal errors in the process of the machine tool affected by various
factors, it was difficult to use conventional prediction methods to carry on effective prediction problem, and this
paper used a new intelligent forecasting model based on improved grey system.

The Analysis of Increasing the Accuracy Methods of Improved Grey System Modelling

(1) The changes of difference expression

Grey Model adopts backward difference to find grey derivative, while improved model adopts central difference,
namely:

           0 1 11 2 1 2x k x k x k   

of which:            1 1 11 2 1 2x k x k x k     
           1 1 11 2 1 2x k x k x k     

(2) Modeling with data classification

The method applied linear regression to data classification, exponential interpolation to every group, quadratic
programming to select weights and grey calamity forecasting to acquire the time series set of weights. It improved
the forecasting precision and conformed to the development law of advancing in a series of wave so as to expand the
application field of grey-forecasting model.

(3) Generating modeling of changing the background value

When modeling, the background value is not carried out the mean generation but took

                    1 1 1 11 1 , 0,1x k r x k r x k z k r        

When the optimization goal in fitting, optimization method was used to take the absolute value of relative error and
the absolute value and the minimum value of the minimum or absolute error, or the quadratic sum of absolute error
is minimum, or the weight sum of objective function of three kinds of errors is the minimum to decide r, it can
improve the accuracy significantly.

(4) Functional transformation modeling

As for non-negative original data    0 , 1,2, ,x k k n  , taking a non-negative strict monotonic decreasing
sequence  f k , the sequence    0x k is transformed into           0 0F x k x k f k  , and then sequence

    0F x k has improved the smoothness of sequence    0x k , as for     0F x k adopting grey modeling to
inverse transformation and reduction, the precision of system modeling has improved greatly.

Let the original date sequence    0 , 1,2, ,x k k n  , and the original date sequence is processed with R time
accumulated generation, and sequence     , 1,2, ,rx k k n  is generated, using grey algebra curve

    1 2
0 1 2ˆ r m

mx k a a k a k a k    

The generating sequence    rx k is carried out discrete square approximation according to least squares, obtaining a
set of coefficient  0,1,2, ,ia i m  of the grey algebra curve, finally    ˆ rx k is processed with r time inverse
accumulated generation to find restoring data sequence    0x̂ k , the above is called GAM modeling method.

As for non-negative original data    0 , 1,2, ,x k k n  , taking a positive monotonic sequence  f k , the sequence
   0x k is transformed into           0 0F x k x k f k  ,     0F x k adopts GAM modeling to obtain     0F̂ x k ,
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then it is carried out inverse transformation and reduction           0 0ˆˆ /x k F x k f k , the precision of system
modeling has improved greatly.

If carrying out GAM without accumulation generation, namely r=0, algebraic curve is used directly to carry out
discrete square approximation of     0F x k , eliminating two steps including accumulated generation and inverse
accumulated generation, and it can simplify model.

Prediction Analysis of Grey System Model

Grey prediction model, according to its own data, sets up dynamic differential equation to predict its own
development, for the processing of gray variables, the obtained original data are often carried out accumulation and
inverse accumulation in order to weaken or eliminate the random information of original sequence, generating the
data sequence with strong regularity. This paper takes thermal error sequence of machine images as the research
object. Figure 1 is the thermal error variation chart of turning center.

Figure 1. Thermal error variation.

The below is error compensation study of the turning center in the factory, according to the grey system theory
described above, the basic grey model GM (1, 1), namely, all data GM (1, 1) model, is first used to carry on the
thermal error sequence modeling of turning center. Considering the requirements of gray system model to the
discrete smoothness of sequence, the first is to transform the original data, as shown in Figure1, and the thermal
error values of machine tool are all negative, taking their absolute value and turning them into non-negative data
sequence, then non-negative strict monotonic decreasing sequence   10 /f i i is used to transform them, getting
new data sequence. According to the formula, the first 100 data are taken to establish GM (1, 1) model, afterwards
through inverse transformation reduction, the prediction model is obtained, and then the last 41 data of original data
sequence are carried on prediction, obtaining the prediction value and absolute and relative error values. Finally, the
improved new information GM (1, 1) model and metabolic GM(1,1) model are used to carry on modeling and
prediction. The contrast of prediction value and measured value of each gray system model are drawn as Figure 2,
Figure 3, and Figure 4. It can be seen visually from three figures that thermal error prediction accuracy of metabolic
GM(1,1) model is the highest, and new information GM (1, 1) model takes the second place, and the prediction
accuracy of all data GM (1, 1) model is the worst.

Figure 2. The contrast of prediction curve and measured curve of total data model.

Figure 3. The contrast of prediction curve and measured curve of new information model.
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Figure 4. The contrast of prediction curve and measured curve of metabolic model.

Through error compensation of the metabolic GM (1, 1) model to thermal error of machine tools, the thermal error
of machine tool original diameter is controlled within 7.58μm from about 20μm, the predicting thermal error
accuracy have increased 7.2% and 15.46% respectively compared with predicting result of new information GM(1,1)
model and all data GM(1,1) model. From the training result and predicting result, with metabolic GM (1, 1) model
to predict the thermal error of machine tool, its function approximation precision and prediction precision are all
higher than the new information GM (1, 1) model and all data GM (1, 1) model, owning superior thermal error
compensation model precision of machine tool. The prediction error peak value contrast of prediction model to CNC
turning center is shown as Table 1.

Table 1. The prediction error peak value contrast of prediction model to CNC turning center.

Evaluation index Original error
Prediction error

All data New information Metabolism
Thermal error peak value of machine tool( m ) 18.6 11.86 10.17 7.58

Comprehensive Prediction Model of Machine Tool Thermal Error

Model Building

According to the ideas and methods of grey system modeling, as for the smoothness of original data sequence
improved by method of function transformation, it carries out one time Accumulated Generating Operation (1-AGO)
to establish grey differential equation, then it carries out Inverse Accumulated Generating Operation (IAGO)
reduction treatment again, then prediction formula of original data sequence   0 , 1, 2, ,ix i n  can be obtained:

     0 1 1ai a
i

ud x e e
a

     
,

Then the remaining residual sequence  i shall be established time series analysis model, the modeling of
autoregressive (AR) model is very simple with small amount of calculation and accurate model parameter
estimation, therefore autoregressive AR (p) model is easy to be selected when predicting. The prediction formula of
residual sequence i obtained is as follows:

       2ˆ 1 2i i i p il l l l p           

In the formula, 1 stands for prediction step, l=1,2,3，…

Thus ,i id  constitute comprehensive prediction model:

i i ix d  

Prediction formula of comprehensive prediction model is as follows:

           0 1 ˆˆ 1a i l a
i i

ux l x l e e l
a

        
Of which,  ˆix l represents the prediction value of prediction step 1 at the I moment.

Application analysis of model
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As a kind of dynamic model, considering processing value of past, time series analysis model has memory function,
and it also has predication function, reflecting randomness and statistical properties of the test sequence and also
reflecting random error of dynamic machining process, therefore it is suitable for quality forecast with strong
randomness machining process.

Comprehensive prediction model has combined two kinds of prediction model organically, so the prediction
accuracy of model has been further improved.

This method is also used in a numerical control turning center to carry on study of thermal error compensation. Two
displacement sensors fixed on the tool carrier are used to measure thermal drift error of principal axis in X direction
(17) and Z direction (16) to tool carrier. Because the workpiece is shorter, ignoring the angle error. Here also selects
radial thermal error series of machine tool as the research object, the changing of the thermal errors of turning center
is shown as Figure 5.

Figure 5. The changing of the thermal errors of turning center.

The below is error compensation study of the turning center in the factory, according to theory of comprehensive
prediction model described above, as for data sequence shown in Figure 5, its first 100 data are taken to establish
comprehensive prediction model, and then the last 41 data of original data sequence are carried on prediction,
obtaining the prediction value of thermal error of a machine tool. To illustrate prediction thermal error accuracy of
machine tools of comprehensive prediction model, this paper adopts time-series analysis AR (p) modeling method
and the improved grey system GM (1, 1) modeling method to carry on thermal error sequence modeling and
prediction of turning center respectively, and the contrast of prediction value and measured value of each model are
drawn as Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8. It can be seen visually from three figures that thermal error prediction
accuracy of comprehensive prediction model is higher than thermal error prediction accuracy obtained by time
series analysis method and the grey system theory model.

Figure 6. The contrast of prediction curve and measured curve of grey system model.

Figure 7. The contrast of prediction curve and measured curve of time series analysis model.
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Figure 8. The contrast of prediction curve and measured curve of comprehensive prediction model.

Through error compensation of Comprehensive prediction model to thermal error of machine tools, the thermal error
of machine tools original diameter is controlled within 8.13 m from about 18.6 m , the thermal error of machine
tools has been lowered significantly, making the machining accuracy of machine tools improve significantly. The
thermal error compensation accuracy has increased 18% compared with that of using time series analysis modeling
method directly, and it has increased 31.4% compared with that of using improved grey system GM(1,1) modeling
method. The prediction error peak value contrast of prediction model to CNC turning center is shown as Table 2.

Table 2. The prediction error peak value contrast of prediction model to CNC turning center.

Evaluation index
Original

error

Prediction error

Grey system model
Time series analysis

model

Comprehensive

prediction model
Thermal error peak of machine tool ( m ) 18.6 11.86 9.92 8.13

TO VERIFY EXPERIMENT EFFECT OF THERMAL ERROR COMPENSATION TECHNOLOGY

In order to verify the validity of comprehensive prediction modeling method of machine tools thermal errors, and
based on compensation system device whose coordinate system original of external machine is offset, carry on
spindle radial thermal error compensation experiments of machine tool of K360 numerical control lathe with
FANUC0 series numerical control system. The spindle thermal error of numerical control lathe is also an important
factor influencing machining error, due to rotary machine parts are usually shaft type, the requirement of radial
precision is much higher in installation process.

Through the measurement, the thermal error result of K360 numerical control lathe in the radial is obtained, from
Figure 9, it can be seen that thermal error of the spindle radial of numerical control lathe is quite obvious from
complete cold state to the final heating balance, about 16 m , therefore, the machine tool must be preheated in
machining process, but it will take resources and time, increasing the cost, so it is necessary to using the method of
error compensation. Firstly, the thermal error is carried out modeling using comprehensive prediction modeling new
method of machine tool thermal error based on time series analysis method and grey system theory, and then it is
input into thermal error compensation device, through the temperature measuring point on the machine tool, the
working temperature of machine tool can be learned, outputting the compensation value in real time to compensate
thermal error. Through compensation, thermal error of the spindle radial has decreased to 8 m , compensating by
around 50%. There is no preheating process of machine tools, improving efficiency and reducing the cost of
processing.

Figure 9. The contrast of radial thermal error before and after compensation.
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CONCLUSION

Precision technology has become an important part of modern mechanical manufacturing, and error compensation
technology is one of the important ways to improve the precision and ultra precision processing level. The main
contents of this paper are as follows:

(1) This paper has introduced the basic principle and method of grey system model, and its application in thermal
error modeling of machine tool. How to utilize the practical thermal error serials serviced for modeling and
prediction is discussed in detail through modeling method of grey system theory. Based on accuracy test indicators
of GM (1, 1) model, the model is modified to improve the prediction accuracy, improving the smoothness of grey
system data sequence.

(2) This paper has studied intelligent prediction model based on grey system theory and time series analysis theory
used for thermal error modeling of machine tool, it has combined the advantages of time series analysis method and
the grey system theory, composing the prediction results of different forecasting model so as to improve predicting
ability of the prediction model effectively.

(3) Real-time compensation of thermal error is applied in turning center. The thermal error compensation system
will be obtained and proved to be right through practical manufacturing process.
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